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Analysis of the spatial distribution 
of luminous intensity at the fibre output
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A method based on weakly guiding approximation which allows calculation of luminous intensity 
in step-index fibre was proposed. The calculation shows that spatial distribution of luminous 
intensity is rotationally symmetrical and has a discrete character. The quantity and values of 
emission angles depend on the normalized frequency of a fibre. Values of luminous intensity 
depend on the position and radiant power distribution of the light source.
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1. Introduction

Application of optical fibres in light engineering is observed to increase, which makes 
it necessary to calculate of properties of radiation emitted by these fibres. This work 
presents a method for determining luminous intensity of a fibre, based on distribution 
of electromagnetic field inside the fibre core.

We consider a step-index fibre with radius a and refractive indices of the core and 
the cladding n j and n2, respectively. The front surface of the core is plane and 
perpendicular to the fibre symmetry axes. A monochromatic light source is placed on 
the core axis. Its wavelength equals quasi-A and the bandwidth is AA. Spatial 
distribution radiant power of the source is steady, so radiant power guided by every 
mode is identical. Radiation guided in the cladding is ignored. Since angles of light 
beam guided inside the core are only slightly different for modes creating the linear 
polarized modes [1], [2], approximation for weakly guided modes can be used in the 
following calculations.

2. Luminous flux of the core front surface

Values of particular coordinates of electric and magnetic fields can be calculated 
according to solutions of Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates (r, (p, z) 
[l]-[3]. The components Ez and Hz are small in comparison with the others, therefore 
they can be omitted.
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The remaining electromagnetic field coordinates are given as follow:

k + B
Er = - j  A mp\ u — J J u mpr)exp{H(m±l)q>-0mpZ]}, (1)

jLUmp

k , + Bmn
Ev = -JAmP — 2 J J u mpr)exp{jUm ± 1 (2)

z u mp '

A mn k , + B
Hr =  j - F  J J u mpr )ex p { M m ±  1)<*>-/? z ]}, (3)

A k + B
Hv = -j  i r  ±  1)<P- f t * * ] } .  (4)A1 ZMmp

where Aw/J denotes an integration constant for mode (ra, p are natural numbers). 
The propagation constant in the core is £,, and (3mp is LPmp mode propagation constant 
in the z-direction. The Jm(umpr) denotes the m-th order Bessel’ s function of the first 
kind. The remaining quantities in Eqs. (l)-(4) can be calculated according to the 
following:

(5)

(6)

where p0 is permeability of free space, ex -  permittivity of the fibre core, whereas ump 
and wmp are the solutions of the system of equations:

(7)

Km(wmpa) denotes m-th order modified Bessel’s function of the first kind (a -  the core 
radius).

Distribution of the electromagnetic field, described by Eqs. (1)—(4), will be 
replaced by eight linear polarized plane waves [4]. Neither the field values nor radiant 
power at any point of the core can change. Waves are moving at an angle of Gmp with 
respect to the core axis.
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For the LPmp mode, the value of angle 6mp equals

n @ mpoosemp = — . ( 8)

Electric field vectors of waves guided along the axial section plane can be obtained 
from:

= -2- ‘-  - ( * ,Z ,H y - g ^ ,E f),
2“ mpcos<5

(9)

P = ----
~'°<P ~ 22umpc°sS

( 10)

while in the case of waves, guided along the plane perpendicular to the one mentioned 
above, they are calculated from the following formulas:

Epr =
2umpcosS

( 11)

E = ----P<P „ 22umncos8mp
(*lZ l ( 12)

where <5 is an angle between the electric field vector and the front surface of the core 
for the waves signed with t index or an angle between the magnetic field vector and 
the front surface of the core for waves signed with s index.

Putting Eqs. (1)—(4) into (9)—(12) we can obtain the following relations:

E = E„„ = E = E _  = A.' or o ę  P r ~ p ę  “ m p  4  £  "  m ^ m p
m p

The radiant power density guided by all waves equals:

,2

(13)

S = A 1 J2m(Umnr)imp 2 2 * mp
4 i / c o s  omp

(14)

and its component in the z-axis can be calculated according to the following formula:
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Otherwise, the z-coordinate of radiant power density equals the z-component of 
Poynting’s vector, therefore

= RQ{ErH l - E ęH*}. (16)

Comparing Eqs. (15), (16) and taking formulas (l)-(4) into account, the following 
results can be obtained:

cos2 6 = 2k ' ^ mP (17)
( * 1  + Pmp)

The whole power, guided by the LPmp mode through the core, equals

Pmp = 2tiJ  Srdr.

0

Substituting formulas (14) and (17) into (18) we obtain after integrating

(18)

2 n a k ) ( k ] + P )
P = Amp mp

2̂
mp' V im(umpa ) - J m_ l(um„a)Jm^ ( u mDa)]. (19)m p mp

As the light source is placed at the core axis, and its radiant power has steady 
distribution, the power in every linear polarized mode is the same. Assuming that 
Pmp -  1, the integrating constant Amp can be defined as

2
___________________ ^PmpUmpZ 1___________________  ^20)
n a k ] { k x + Pmp)2 [ j l ( u mpa) - J m_ x(umpa) Jm+ x(umpa)}

The linear polarized plane waves arriving at the front plane of the core are refracted 
according to Snell’ s law and leave it at an angle of ymp

n i snOmp = s[ny,np ■ (21)

To calculate the radiant power density, emitted by the front surface of the fibre, 
every wave, the electric field vectors of which are Eon Epr, E0(p and Ep(p, will be divided 
into two waves. The electric field vector of one of them (marked with index t) is tangent 
to the front surface. The second wave, denoted by index 5, has its magnetic field vector 
tangent to the front surface. These vectors are:

p ors = E„rcos 8, (22)

Eon = £ orsin<5, (23)
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Eprs = EprSinS’ (24)

Epn = EprCOsd, (25)

Eo,ps = EoV S'n 8 ' (26)

Ecm = Eo<pC0%5, (27)

EPęe = Ep ę co iS- (28)

Epę, =  £ p«.sin<5. (29)

According to Fresnel’s formulas the waves signed with index t, when crossing the 
border surface, have radiant power density given by

ĉ
 tmp j- 2  

q “

In the same case, the radiant power density of waves signed with 5 is given by

C r_  smp „ 2

q“  ~ 2Z0

Coefficients Csnw and Ctmp can be obtained from the following formulas:

C

'snip 

a a2 2
1

tmp
2 . 2  2 . n

nlV*0 - Ump + P,

(30)

(31)

(32)

mp

c 4/3;
smp

mp

*lkl - “l P + P lP

(33)

where kQ denotes the propagation constant in free space, while Z0 is defined by the 
formula

7  =  §
0 k

(34)

where £0 is permittivity of free space.
The radiant power density, emitted by a given point of the core front surface, is 

calculated according to the following formula

‘le y  =  U c smp(E2ors + E2prs +  £  + O  + + + E 1 + £ * „ ) ] .
—0 (35)
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If formulas (13), (17) and (22)-(29) are allowed, we get

Qey ^mp
2 k t{ki + i}my ( c s„w + c tm

16PmvUmoZ0

(36)

The total radiant power emitted by the fibre front surface at an angle yis calculated 
from the formula

Pey = 2 n j q eyrdr. (37)

After integrating we obtain

C  +  Cp _ smp______ Imp

1 ~ 2/i! *
(38)

In the case of quasi-monochromatic light of wavelength A and bandwidth AA, the 
radiant powers emitted at boundary wavelengths A ± 0.5AA, are almost the same. Since 
the bandwidth is narrow, the relative sensitivity of human eye V(A) is practically 
constant in the whole spectral range. So, luminous flux emitted at the angle /equals

= *  WA)Pey (39)

where Km = 680 lm/W.

3. Luminous intensity spatial distribution

The luminous flux A<£yis emitted into the solid angle of AQmp. It is delimited by angles 
Y] and y2 corresponding to the light of wavelengths A -  0.5AA and A + 0.5AA, 
respectively, whereas

&QmP = 27t(cosy1 -  cosy2). (40)

Luminous intensity in the direction of yis calculated based on its definition

/ Y
A 0 r 

A.Q ‘mp
(41)

T a b l e .  Parameters of the two fibres analysed.!

Fibre a [pm] n\ n2 A [nm] AA [nm]
1 2 1.48 1.46 555 5
2 5 1.48 1.46 555 5
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Figure. Characteristic of the luminous intensity of fibre against emission angle y.

Both the luminous flux and the luminous intensity can be obtained by means of 
numerical methods. The dependence of luminous intensity on the angle yis presented 
in the Figure. It has been obtained for two fibres, the parameters of which are collected 
in the Table.

4. Conclusions
The spatial distribution of luminous intensity shows a rotational symmetry and has 
a discrete character. The quantity and values of the emission angles depend on fibre 
parameters and light wavelength. They are the function of the normalized fre
quency V of fibre. Light distribution becomes nearly continuous when the value of 
frequency V increases. The shape of luminous intensity distribution ly = f ( f )  depends 
on radiant power guided by the particular mode, which is related to the position and 
radiant power distribution of the light source.
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